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Abstract: -  Modern Radars use phased array antenna for higher 

directive gains. These array antennas can be used to form a beam 

in the desired direction also known as beam steering, if there is 

any jammer present then it cannot be suppressed by just 

beamforming or beam steering, in such case we need to use 

Adaptive antenna. Adaptive antennas use the smart signal 

processing algorithms also known as adaptive algorithms. 

Adaptive beamforming is used to place a deep null in the direction 

of the Jammer, identify the spatial signals 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

adar is an object detection system that uses Radio signals 

to determine Range, Velocity, and angle of the object. It is 

used to detect aircraft, ships, guided missiles, motor vehicles, 

weather formations. With the use of Phased array antenna the 

beamforming gain can be maximized while minimizing 

interference. Phased array antenna can be used in Radars to 

form a beam in the desired direction and supress the 

interference (clutter  noise  jammer) 

An antenna array is a structure that is composed of 

more than one radiating element that are fed with a specific 

amplitude and phase. The radiating elements can be arranged in 

four types viz Linear, Circular, Planar and Conformal. Multiple 

radiating elements synthesize the radiation characteristics that 

cannot be achieved by a single radiating element and also help 

to achieve high directivity and gain. In Phased array antennas 

by controlling the increasing phase difference between the 

elements the maximum radiation can be achieved in any 

desired direction [1]. Phased array antennas match the radiation 

characteristics to the desired coverage area, the radiation 

pattern can be electronically changed by controlling the phase 

and amplitude. Phased array antennas are used in 

communication and Radar and they offer of benefit of beam 

shaping and steering for specific active operation conditions, 

they are specifically used in adaptive radar systems and in 

Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP). 

In addition to the main function of transmit and 

receive the adaptive array antenna need to fulfil 

a. Direction of Arrival estimates: In order for the adaptive 

antenna to provide required functionality they need to be able 

to detect the direction of arrival of the incoming signals using 

the DOA algorithms. This information received by the antenna 

array is passed to the signal processor for the analysis. 

b. Beam steering:With the DOA of the incoming signal the 

control circuitry in the antenna will be able to optimize the 

directional beam pattern of the adaptive array. 

Hence we can say that in Adaptive Array antenna the 

sensors elements (antenna) are arranged in the form of an array 

and a processor which will calculate the weights to adapt and 

suppress the interference. As soon as the processor is given a 

beam steering command, it samples its current environment 

calculates the weight towards optimization of output SNR and 

proceeds to adjust the weight of each element. The antenna 

beam from the adaptive antenna array shows the flexibility to 

be designed as needed, a null can be placed in the direction of 

the Jammer where as the main beam is left unaltered [3]. 

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 

 Beamforming also known as Spatial filtering is a 

signal processing technique used for directional signal 

transmission and reception. There are two types of 

beamforming  

 i.Conventional Beamforming  

 ii.Adaptive Beamforming. 

2.1  Conventional beamforming:  

 The beamforming (spatial filtering) operation can be 

decoupled into two sub processes. 

i. Synchronization: This process is to delay or advance each 

sensor output by a proper amount of time so that the signal 

coming from the desired direction are synchronized. 

ii. Weight and Sum: In this step the received signal is aligned 

and weighted and then all the result are added together to form 

one output.  

Synchronization controls the steering direction and 

the weight and sum part controls the width of main lobe and the 

characteristics of the side lobe. The direction in which the beam 

is steered is called the look direction . 

   In the below figure   is the angle of incidence of 

the wave-front with respect to the array normal. If is the phase 

offset that accounts for phase at n=0 element, then single 

sample formed by individual element at time is given by [6] 
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Figure  1: Conventional Beamforming 

 

Figure  2: Wavefront impinging on an ULA 
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 where k=  /2 ndsin  is the spatial frequency and )(sa  

is the spatial steering vector 

Conventional non adaptive beamforming is implemented as a 

weighted sum of element signals. 
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'h  is the vector of complex weights  
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 where the symbol e  represents the Hadamard product of two 

vectors. 

If the array is steered to angle 0  . The response of 

the beamformer steered at to an incoming wavefront at   
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2.2  Adaptive beamforming:  

 Adaptive beamforming is a technique in which 

arrays of antennas are used to achieve maximum reception in 

the direction of desired user while signals of same frequency 

from other directions are rejected. This is achieved by varying 

the weights of the each of antennas used in the array. A smart 

antenna system combines multiple antenna elements with a 

signal- processing capability to adjust its radiation and or 

reception pattern automatically in response to the signal 

environment. Multiple antennas have ability to enhance the 

capacity and performance without the need of additional power 

or spectrum [10]. 

Adaptive array antenna systems are currently the 

subject of intense interest and investigation/development for 

radar and communications applications. The principal reason 

for the interest is their ability to automatically steer nulls onto 

undesired sources of interference, thereby reducing output 

noise and enhancing the detection of desired signals [2]. There 

are many algorithms to implement Adaptive filters i.e. LMS 

(Least Mean Square), RLS (Recursive Least Square), SMI 

(Sample Matrix Inversion). 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The direction of the signal is detected by the Direction 

of Arrival algorithm, here Music algorithm is used. For 

Adaptive beamforming the sample matrix algorithm is 

commonly used in adaptive arrays since it offers maximum 

convergence to the maximum signal-to-interference-plus-noise 

ratio (SINR). This method is also alternatively known as direct 

method inversion (DMI). It is a time average estimate of the 

array correlation, matrix using K-time samples. If the random 

process is ergodic in the correlation, the time average estimate 

will equal the actual correlation matrix [13]. 

 

Figure  3: SMI Algorithm for Adaptive beamforming 

  Wiener Solution gives the optimum array weights 

which is given by  
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 The correlation matrix can be estimated by calculating the 

time average such that  
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 where K is the observation interval.  

The correlation vector r  can be estimated by  
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 This approach is used for K -length block of data and hence is 

known as block-adaptive approach. We thus adapt the weights 

block by block. 

The matrix )(KS k  is defined as the 
thk  block of x vectors 

ranging over K-data snapshots.  
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 where k is the block number and K is the block length.  

The estimate of the array correlation matrix is given by:  
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 In addition, the desired signal vector can be defined by  
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 Thus the estimation of the correlation vector is given by  
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 The SMI weights can then be calculated for the 
thk  block of 

length K as  
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 The Conventional beamforming, for Linear and Planar array 

are simulated. Below Present is the Simulation result of Planar 

array. 

Conventional Beamforming 

    Simulation Parameters: 

    Array size: 8X8 

    Distance between elements: /2  

    Frequency: 3e9 

    AOA=Steering angle=[20;50]  

  

 

Figure  4: Beam Steering Azimuth cut at 40
0

 

     

 

Figure  5: Beam Steering Elevation cut at 10
0

 

  As shown in the figure  4 and  5 the beam is steered to angle 

40
0
 and 10

0
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Figure  6: Input to the beamformer excluding noise and Jammer 

 

Figure  7: Input to the beamformer with noise and Jammer 

 

Figure  8: AOA same as steering angle [40
0

;10
0

] with no jammer and noise 

   

 

Figure  9: AOA same as steering angle [40
0

;10
0

] and Jammer at[10
0

;60
0

] 

   As seen in the figure  8 and  9 the conventional 

beamformer cannot supress the jammer . 

Adaptive Beamforming 

     Simulation Parameters: 

     Sampling frequency: 24 GHz 

     Array size: 8X8 

     Angle of Arrival (desired angle): [50; 10] 

     Frequency: 3GHz 

     Angle of Jammer: [20; 20] 

 

Figure  10: Input signal without noise and jammer 
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Figure  11: Input signal with noise and jammer 

 

Figure  12: Conventional Beamformer output 

 

Figure  13: Output from Adaptive Beamformer 

   From the figures  10  11  12 we can see that the 

output from beamformer is not free of Jamming signal after 

adaptive processing the SMI Algorithm output is as shown in 

figure  13  

V. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION 

 Conclusion 

Conventional beamforming is used in phased array 

antenna to form a beam in a particular direction. When the 

signal that is received by the array consists of clutter, noise and 

jammer signals the desired signal cannot be distinguished with 

the jamming signal and the required data cannot be interpreted. 

In this case Adaptive beamforming is used which will suppress 

the noise and clutter and place a null in the direction of the 

Jammer. There are many algorithms that can be used to 

implement adaptive beamforming they are LMS, RLS SMI etc.  

Since the convergence rate of SMI is faster and the 

weight calculation complexity in SMI is less than LMS and 

RLS we use SMI algorithm here, as in Radar applications the 

weight calculation for Adaptiveness should be robust and with 

fast convergence. 

Future Scope 

In Radar, the clutter (zero Doppler) is separated from 

the Moving target using the moving target indication filtering, 

which removes the clutter content and passes remaining side 

lobe return and altitude return. For Slow moving targets (most 

moving targets are "slow" or low Doppler targets, either they 

are slow or exhibit a low Doppler due to their motion direction. 

For radar on a satellite (10 km/s) all targets near the ground (jet 

aircraft 300 m/s) are slow targets). The target return is so low 

that the returns from them is embedded in the main lobe clutter 

(zero Doppler) and cannot be separated by conventional 

Moving Target Indication (MTI) technique. To overcome this, 

we use a technique called Space Time Adaptive 

Processing(STAP). 
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